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It is important that schools provide the necessary tools for the students’ learning, be it books, 
tape recorders or computers. It is also important that schools adjust to the students’ needs and 
organise instruction, cooperation and self-guided work. Such ‘systems thinking’ about human 
behaviour have produced much innovative modelling and respectable instrumentation, but 
little empirical theory-testing. Rather than following a traditional division between abstract 
conceptualisation and pragmatic use in the analysis of media for language learning, this 
chapter introduces an experimental simulation-stimulation setting in Nordic schools, 
following a didactic design that explores opportunities for learning. The combination of 
technology and pre-designed social systems enables analysis of self-organisation, group 
control and adaptation to an interactive discourse for language learning. 
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Introduction 

Education and language learning are major global concerns. It is crucial for humanistic 

information sciences to study, review and assess the impact of ICT in social information 

systems and knowledge societies. It is also crucial to study the effects of open source 

software and the way ethics develop in computer-mediated communication. One contention 

is that man exists in a reciprocal relation, i.e. in the completeness of an interactive bond 

between Self and Other. Another contention is that individual and collective learning (Säljö 

2001) is a fundamental inter-human activity regardless if the context is play, family, 

education or work. The evolution of computer-mediated learning can be attributed to an 

educational systems design (Lee 2002). So consequently, focus of this text is on didactic 

measures and virtual collaboration. Original inspirations of systemic teaching, studying, 

learning and organizational processes relate to language, socialisation of young people and 

promotion of good citizens.  

People perceive of ICT-media differently. Among educators, modern media are 

considered to be either great fun, educationally safe or morally harmful. Papert (1987) 

suggests an all-encompassing perspective, stating: “If the role of the computer is so slight that 

the rest (other classroom variables, author’s comment) can be kept constant, it will also be too 

slight for much to come of it.” An implication of the quote is that, for the sustainabillity of 

initiated approaches to ICT, teachers need to learn how to integrate class- and computer room 

activities. Robertson (2003) says ICT is “a marginal force” in education. On the other hand, 
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Provenzo (1992) and Prensky (2001) argue that virtual learning is an imperative for students 

as they respond so well to ICT-based instruction.  

 

Theoretical Approach 

This article comprises an eclectic (learning-by-doing, general activity theory, cybernetics, 

social constructivist) approach. Dewey (1938) describes the connection between meaning and 

action, thus complementing action research by/for/with/on active subjects, bottom-up 

influence plus shared understanding of verbal (communicative-dialogical) interaction, 

objectives and community. Staw (1977) argues that behavioural science help local schools 

and national education systems by developing less Grand Theory and more pragmatic 

method. Successful change agents operate from a combined action research and general 

activity theory perspective (Engeström 1987; Pearson and Somekh 2006). They verify the 

claim that innovative change in social activity systems leads to organisational development. A 

collaborative perspective on education pursues this tradition, indicating creative paradigms of 

thinking (theory), behaviour (practice) and expansive development (aesthetics). 

General activity theory characterises human beings by their inherent ability to develop 

higher mental operations in working processes focusing on mediating tools and/or signs. 

Many software packages cover aspects of sign and tool mediation as they inspire the students’ 

instrumental computer efficacy, cognitive language processing and aesthetic creativity.  

As to the ethical aspects of the design, ‘interbeing’ has proven to be a useful concept. It 

was first coined by a Bhuddist monk, then re-installed in Hanh (2000, p. 172), and now 

describing a fundamental reality of a life world where “things do not exist separately and 

outside each other.” Buber’s (1988) ‘dialogical philosophy of knowledge’ comprises of I-

Thou/I-It relations, thus providing the theoretical underpinnings for understanding socially 

constructed meanings of human behaviour. Buber’s  original concept, ‘inter-human’ 

(Zwischenmenschlich) focus on a narrowly defined scope of relations signifying the ‘space’ 

between I-Thou-It. Inter-human exchanges function optimally when people meet physically 

or when they mediate their thoughts/intentions through natural languages. Mediation by 

technical tools or symbolic communication enables students to enter ‘interbeing’ relations 

with what is unique and important. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Virtual Mediation - Integrative Structure  
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Self-control   I-Thou-It-We Instrumentalism 
        A 
Type:  Internally within Self       W  Externally between activity systems 
Process:  Symbol-representation       E  Social-cybernetic feedback loops 
Result:  Cognition           D Social construction 
               U 

 

Figure 1 defines the components and functions of studied web-based interactions enabled by 

mediation in a digital medium. It is to be understood as an acknowledged Vygotskian (1978) 

process within I/Self. It is also to be understood as an external process with Thou/Other 

identified by their position within a self-regulating activity system. Internal mediation 

operates through conventional signs like letters or symbols. The result of mediating 

operations is improved higher psychological functions for learning English as a foreign 

language. External mediation operates through cybernetic (balance-seeking) feedback loops 

between students committed to social construction of meaning, intentions or I/Self and 

Thou/Other relations with other students.  

There is a moral side to social interaction. Buber (1988, p. 49) says the one way to 

expose this ethical principle of becoming a human runs through dialogue with a purpose “to 

contrast its (the Subject’s, author’s comment) reading with that of other beings.”  One would 

like to add: “So as to obtain something personally-privately-collectively unique”. Buber’s 

statement indicates the complex and complicated relations between I, Thou, We and the 

mediating tool, It. Vertical and horizontal relations in Figure 2 are counter-productive to 

learning and diagonal relations (below) are educationally valid-good for the formation of 

activity, awareness and personality. 

Self (i) - Physical language     Self (ii) – Virtual graphics 

       I              I 

          (Zwischenmenschlich) 

 ‘Instrumentalism’  

        It                       It (Technical) 

          ‘Propaganda’  

Thou          Thou (Cybernetic) 

We          We   

 
Figure 2.  Inter-Human Mediation – A Dynamic Model  

 

AWEDU 
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Modern software operates as an integrating–mediating tool between internally produced sign-

meanings and externally processed, i.e. socially influenced learning loops. The AWEDU 

gaming software is deployed as an integrating tool operating between internal black-box 

cognitions and the students’ external text communications in English. For example, virtual 

avatars enable for personified cognitions to be traced in chat logs which influence an activity-

identity-personality trajectory of human becoming.  

 

Problem Statement 

Word-processing is a global classroom phenomenon and the use of mediating instruments 

carries implications for learning, development and even life processes. Young people’s 

ability to operate the technology is also based on processes for managing social systems by 

natural language - be it for traditional schooling by pencil, for entertainment by TV or for fun 

by computer games. Mediation of meaning helps the students combine semantic what-

contents, pragmatic how-behaviour and perhaps even moral citizenship. A videogame 

generation perspective on learning describes how human-computer interaction (Nardi 1996) 

can be understood as a socio-cultural practice. Long ago, Bronfenbrenner (1979, p. 104) 

formed the hypothesis that: “Human development is facilitated through interaction with 

persons who occupy a variety of roles and through participation in an ever-broadening role 

repertoire.” But regardless if for role-identification or other, any historical, social or cultural 

manifestation of an activity brings learning and hence human development into operation. 

The ambition for a series of Nordic studies into ICT is for the teacher-researcher to design 

shared activities on the web and in the classroom as a congenial context for individual and 

social development. By operating digital media, students are expected to learn to find their 

way in the world, provided they muster the necessary level of commitment, enjoy 

communicating with others and find the time to reflect over the relation between abstract-

symbolic sign systems and human-social activity systems.  

Focus of this study is on (a) design of an interactive virtual environment and (b) 

exploration of the functioning of communicative competence inside and between social 

systems of secondary school students. The implied purpose is to study by what means a 

didactic design can be made operational for the teachers and motivational for the students.  

 

 

 

Systems Theory 
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Much research on schooling has been conducted from a social-constructivist or socio-cultural 

perspective (Steffe and Gale 1995). We introduce socio-cybernetics as a springboard for 

understanding how students interact on the web by means of assignments, socially generated 

language and process control instructions. The attraction of diagnosing, designing and 

analysing web-based interactions is that cybernetic theory facilitates understanding of 

potentially creative double-bind situations between the interlocutors. Cybernetics also 

clarifies a design, resourceful enough to generate synthesising co-construction of meaning 

between time/place (de)-contextualised students in a digital medium for learning.   

Forthcoming analyses focus on cybernetics defined interaction between constellations 

of students defined as social system(s) during computer mediated sessions. This is the way 

the design captures collaboration, social construction of meaning and cognition in situ by an 

applied didactics. The pre-designed setting enables description of the students’ ability to deal 

with assignments, partner interaction and personal ambitions. It also enables assessment of 

the students’ ability to deal with attitudes, English subject knowledge and social competence.  

Research and development on didactically organized social systems forms a multi-

dimensional field of investigation and theoretical justification. Long before the emergence of 

a theory for learning organizations, Buckley (1968) introduced a rainbow coalition of general 

systems theory, cybernetics, information theory, computation and control. At the heart of the 

construct lies a definition that suggests a relationally organized unit of analysis, more 

precisely “A whole which functions as a whole by virtue of the independence of its parts is 

called a system, and the method which aims at discovering how this is brought about […] 

seeks to classify systems by the way their components are organized (interrelated) and to 

derive the ‘laws’ or typical patterns of behaviour, for the different classes of systems singled 

out by the taxonomy.” An implicit understanding of the definition suggests that operations of 

a social system materialize as dialogic language games, expressing sender/receiver intensions 

categorized by process control, feed forward and feedback loops.  

According to Geyer and van der Zouwen (1991) cybernetics is a useful theory for 

explaining the functioning of social control systems. Hence, relevant socio-cybernetic 

perspectives include questions like: What do social systems consist of (individuals, actors, 

medium), How do social systems change (planning, control, contradictions) and What are the 

consequences of the self-referentiality of social systems (prognosis, credibility, fulfilment)?  

Maruyama (1963) separates between a first cybernetics defined as a deviation-

counteracting network of properties and relations for reaching static balance (or equilibrium) 

by means of negative feedback between elements made up of individual I-It utterances. 
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Regulation by such entropic feedback loops brings status quo into place, a situation of little 

interest for an expanding experimental design on the workings of a social system for 

practicing English as a foreign language. However, Maruyama also defines a second (social) 

cybernetics for amplifying mutual relationships by means of positive feedback loops between 

interlocutors who respond to an initial impetus that inspires positive action/creative deviation 

from an initial condition, e.g. the features of a digital medium supported by I-Thou adaptation 

between students through social-communicative competence rather than technical computer 

efficacy or language-grammar proficiency. During the dynamic I-Thou process, some 

feedback loops amplify and others counteract generic change. In any social system, feedback 

loops seem to inspire deviation from socially informed language norm, heterogeneity 

increases, new structures develop and the amount of shared information grows. This is also 

the basis for understanding the collected data as “dialogical feedback regulation” that bring 

the expansive aspects of the virtual and social language ‘game’ into play.  

 

Potential for Learning: Software, Students and Teachers 

Computer-media like SimCity, Civilisation and SimEarth allow for high levels of user control, 

pursuit of intention and choice of strategy. ActiveWorlds (AWEDU) is a similar medium 

designed for stimulating and observing co-operation and problem solving. It is a multi-player 

game for collaborative construction of the world, of knowledge and of identity. The software 

outscores strategy games, combat games or multiple-choice designs because such games 

inspire individual consumption of pre-defined means for entertainment. In order to investigate 

levels of self-control – a prerequisite for dialogue – Kaptelinin and Cole (2004) comment on 

the relation between socio-cultural construction of the world and web-based experiences for 

students. They interpret general activity theory as a way of understanding human mind in an 

interactive context of individual Self (subjects/agents) exploring a world of objects/artefacts 

(Other).  

As to the software tool, Buber (1988, p. 56) says that man strongly desires to enter a 

personal relation with artefacts like computers, software and graphics and to imprint on them 

a unique I-Thou-It-We relation: “To use them, even to possess them, is not enough, they must 

become his in another way, by imparting to them in the picture-sign his relation to them.” 

Contextually adapted methods and instruments based on Buber’s argumentation bring change 

to the classroom, learning to the students, innovative activities to the local school and 

development to societal practices. 
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Churchman (1968) emphasises the need for research to understand social-human-

interactive-communication systems by examining the problems that e.g. students-learners-

insiders experience from as many perspectives as possible. The ambition to increase human 

purposefulness and active participation is an ongoing process for research and other systemic 

practices. Tuijnman (1992, p. 219) says effective learning designs are characterised by 

visibility and coherence in discrete processes of “informing, advising, and councelling; 

coaching and assessment; advocacy and feedback.” The purpose of introducing, managing 

and evaluating a digital medium for language learning in a structured social system 

(Checkland 1991), is to explore the actual means that stimulate learners to participate in an 

“interactive learning activity” (Dillenbourg 1999). This ambition applies equally for 

exploration of the teachers’ ability to benefit from life-long learning and the students’ ability 

to learn English. Authentic learning tasks, learning support and learning resources foster 

interactivity, communicative competence and proficiency in a foreign language.  

We wanted to implement ActiveWorlds as a digital medium for learning through 

interaction, movement and construction (Heim 1998) between ‘normal’ students in municipal 

secondary schools. The deployed didactic design also marked a shift in the traditional 

methodology for helping English teachers use digital media. Completed studies (pilot, 

comparative, university/local school, and English subject) were launched in an ambition to 

strengthen user involvement (ownership and sustainability) on a gaming platform, i.e. a 

digital medium for learning.  

Most English teachers subscribe to a Philosophy of Education indicating traditional 

classroom methods and objectives. This is the project teachers’ preferred order of activities 

before the collaborative project began: Written English, technical software, literary genre, 

Pedagogical, social and moral objectives. The students certainly practiced the indicated 

competencies, but prioritised differently: Social, software and technical skills first and 

language-grammar skills last. Communicative and technical software design was popular too. 

As expected, grammar-language operations scored low. The students would also have 

preferred to spend more time on social-constructive production of identity (Buber 1988) 

understood as innate self-realization than was the case. Find the students’ comments below. 

And it’s a new way of learning things; It was fun to make houses and it was nice to talk to 

friends;  To visit some other world to see their world and write to them; Ist fun to work with 

somone you d’nt know; It was fun to put furniture in a romm cause I could decide how it 

should look; It was exciting to worked together with other pupls (frindes); Learn to send 

messages on English; to talk to your friends on the chat; Building together and communicate 
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english. Motivational aspects of learning include qualities described by the students as new, 

fun, exciting, decision-making, talking, learning and togetherness. 

 

Findings 

The results of this study apply for local contexts of schooling, thus providing actionable 

knowledge for teachers who operate in/on similar contexts, age and proficiency of students, 

target/mother language, size of project, virtual design, technology and focus on variables for 

learning and/or knowledge-skills. A local theory about learning accounts for how the teacher-

researcher (a) chooses a platform for interaction, (b) for how s/he organises integration 

between computer room and classroom activities and (c) for how s/he facilitates - by means 

of assignments between web-based students.  

 

Relation-Building 

Project data enabled for an in-depth investigation into communication, feedback and control 

in naturally evolving social systems of 13-year old Danish students. In engaging in virtual 

communication, the students may either communicate in the common chat forum where 

everybody sees what they say, or exclusively ‘whisper’ to a specific Other. Video-recordings 

complement the chat logs and illustrate how the students move about-build-act in the graphic 

setting. A third type of data covers the contents that pairs of students communicate orally in 

front of the monitor. Supplementary data is provided by the teachers’ and university students’ 

face-to-face instructions in the computer room. 

 

Gender Differences 

Students at Dyrehaveskolen (Dec 5, 2005) share nearly a thousand exchanges during a 120 

minute session. Chat log data consists of 43 individual entries (maximum 76 and minimum 3 

entries per student) collected during a 120 min AWEDU-internal class chat. Pon Da Replay is 

an Islamic girl learning her fourth language (dialogue, text-speech, technical) in a class of 

80% immigrant children. Her entries provide a mix of social-dialogical, speech-expressive 

and technical-instrumental contributions. 

 
1 hallo; 3 welcome; 5 yes; 8 hey stinne; 10 how are you; 36 welcom everybody.; 53 
whre are you mr.magic and fantasia.; 70 hallo mr magic; 85 you are coming with me 
today; 96 okay... great; 148 do you know where fantasia is; 158 oka.....; 177 come..; 191 
this is my house; 212; me and my friend lives here; 226 come; 249 just push the shift 
botton; 274 no; 277 hehe.; 300 hmm. B-cause we had not enough time to build; 316 
cool.; 324 lets get out; 340 what is your real name; 359 my name is ELIAS; 370 what is 
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your name; 398 is Rami in your class; 461 hallo ... i gonna show you the shop; 465 so 
follow me; 478 ssssssssssssssss; 481 waz; 486 wait ca; 492 wait catz; 507 i gonna show 
you the shop; 520 waitmr; 524 gic; 538 mr.magic... wait; 581 w magic;  

 
Buber (1988, p. 71) says people confirm each other by internalising-seeing and 

externalising-recognizing each other’s “wholeness, unity and uniqueness”. Pon Da Replay 

contributes to the success of ‘her’ social system by being positively proactive in supplying 

inspirational initiatives to her virtual team. She also takes her time to read what the others 

are saying. Throughout the entire computer room session, she remains committed to 

positive relation building with her classmates and instrumental building in their shared 

world. The team sees, greets and acknowledges each other, signalling that everybody is 

OK. This procedure proved a valid contributor to their social system. Just like in any 

human encounter, initial entries help the girls form a potentially dialogical unit.  
 

Pon Da Replay:  hallo 
Gandalf:   hello 
Pon Da Replay:  welcom 
Gandalf:   Are you ready for some guest?? 
Pon Da Replay:  yes 
Chloe:   elloo who is there 
Chloe:   hey Jessica 
Jessica:   hej chloe 
ECHO.Dyr 20:  HEY 
Pon Da Replay:  hey stinne 

 
Mutual verbal confirmation is essential for becoming a ‘full’ Self in human exchanges. 

Successful interlocutors realize the uniqueness in Self through their relations to Other. If 

properly applied, ICT-technology reinforces the sense of mediation between Self/I and 

Other/Thou. As opposed to the girls’ example, boys are usually short in their ’closed’ and 

self-absorbed Self/I-Technology/It exchanges. Gandalf, for example, is busy building 

throughout the session, submitting one entry at the beginning and two at the end: 2 hello 

Are you ready for some guest??; 944 hello Echo; 951 AHHHHHHH. ALIENS!!!! So, 

gender differences become apparent in the way girls operate their social system by 

extensive communication. Boys on the other hand merely identify the necessary tools for 

solving a building task and get right into it. 

 

Negative Feedback Loops 

Contrary to the Islamic girls’ team example, the ethics of an emerging social system may 

run out of hand. Most of the time imperfect language, bullying, swear words or rude 
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language is ignored by the interlocutors. Another case at Dalby skole and 

Braendkjaerskolen displays the crackdown of a positively evolving mixed gender system 

of some ten students. Destructive development usually begins towards the end of a session 

– and only if/when peers get bored. They start using and responding to poor language. Find 

an exchange between three boys in the mixed-gender group: POPO head; Dimmer; 

wannabee Dimmer; DimmerLicenseToChrush;  Smell it; xdx; d; freaks..; fs; df; sdf; sd; f; 

sdf. The intermittent five-minute SMS-like exchange excludes the majority of the students, 

erodes the continuity of a positive group spirit and eventually brings exchanges to a 

complete standstill. 

 

Instrumental Project Work 

Eventually the research team discovered that it is crucial to separate between software and 

didactic designs that promoted either the students’ personal consumption or their collective 

production of knowledge. The chosen software offers a ‘surface for communication’ where 

the students graphically meet and verbally interact. When individuals in social activity 

systems relate to each other a dynamics emerge from their communicative verbal content and 

the instrumental graphic ‘building’ actions. In another study between 8th grade classes of 

students at Eltang centralskole (Denmark), Yhtenäiskoulu (Finland) and Hrafnagilsskóli 

(Iceland) six students made up the trans-national Charlie group. We defined it as a (multi-

)context embedded social system.   

 

A ‘first encounter’ chat log example describes an episode when a Finnish student has logged 

on to AWEDU ahead of his peers. The instructor Charlie is also online, mistakenly assuming 

the lesson has already started. In spite of the uncertain context, social cybernetic/positive 

loops help the boys’ uphold continuity in their I-Thou exchanges. Notice their instrumental, 

isolated project-oriented and problem-solving approach. Contrary to a the girls’ team it is 

hard to find social bonding mechanisms in the boys’ interaction, except perhaps for two 

‘smilies’ (:D).  

 

Charlie:  just follow me fin   (process control) 
Charlie:  we fly:D     (feed forward) 
Knight of Fin: but the lesson hasnt started   (feedback) 

in our school yet 
Charlie:  ahh but we start now:D   (process control) 
Knight of Fin: do i have to follow you orders? (feedback) 
Charlie:  yes      (feed forward) 
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For this case, didactic design efforts led to virtually mediated individual actions in the 

students. But the design was less successful in supporting collaborative We-activity in the 

cross-national teams. The design was also less successful in including a cognitive feedback 

link from ‘inside’ avatars who were supposed to help freeing the students from traditional 

understanding of storyline rules, narrative constraints and text composing traditions. Usually 

the avatars take on a special meaning in the students’ explorative and/or hesitant interactions. 

According to Buber (1988, p. 67) we identify Self and Other by the way we (a) wish to appear 

externally to Other; (b) really appears to Other; (c) appear internally to Self and (d) bodily 

appears as avatars to Self and Other. For the virtual world conceptions of who we are 

multiply as an effect of the time/place dislocation of the virtual context. So the students’ 

perception, identification and construction of dialogical exchanges take on a number of real 

world and virtual profiles.  

For this study, teacher assignments and peer instructions had a positive effect on 

interactions. Motivation was high throughout and distant identification worked out fine. Task-

controlled ‘building’ was popular, division of labour was effective and the students’ self-

esteem increased - both socially as communicators and technically as graphical builders-

designers.  

 

Problem-solving  

Process control, feedback and output make up the higher relation-building (social cybernetic) 

operations. The design of yet another comparative inter-cultural (Denmark-Finland-Iceland) 

study between Nordic partner schools posed an opportunity to understand how teaching and 

learning of English is facilitated on a virtual platform. The fact that the students learnt to 

operate the software provided research with a relatively closed context. But the characteristics 

of the web-based setting also raised the questions of data analysis, i.e. can learning per se be 

understood as a collective verbal practice?  

 

The context for learning is defined by communicative ‘building’ processes in the graphical 

(400 m x 400 m) AWEDU-world. So is the emerging generic dialogue between the students. 

Find a screen shot displaying boys on snowmobiles trying to find out where to build: Why 

not; We are building; Well ok come to Stone Island and visit me; ok 
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Figure 3. ActiveWorlds Interface 
 
Interaction (Figure 3) enables for research to focus on the impact of the dialogical relation 

between Self and Other during ‘building’, moving about and text chat operations, i.e. in a 

variety of private-instrumental/physical-virtual contexts. It would seem useful to try and learn 

how different objectives-intentions-causes affect the students’ peer relationships, be they 

virtual or real. Could research explain the functioning of such (Bateson 2000) cybernetic 

double-bind learning? Clearly, this is a situation where the students’ personal reflection seems 

to be as important as their blunt and intuitive actions on the screen. How could the action-

reflection dichotomy in Figure 1 explain communicative control, interactive feedback and 

collective outcomes? Admittedly, there is one kind of conclusion about learning, to be drawn 

from direct-active ‘building’ operations. And there is another kind of conclusion to be drawn 

from indirect-reflective text composing. The teacher uses time-linear chat logs for analysing 

how interlocutors learn from ‘building’ and problem solving in a foreign language.  

 

Extended Co-operation 

Identifying communication in AWEDU is a straightforward business as it is easy to see who is 

communicating with whom. But inter-cultural negotiation makes the constraining complexity 

of the combined virtual-physical/text-action context hard to handle. Sometimes this difficulty 

leads to frustration between the students too. Therefore they sometimes use capital letters, 

emphasising the importance of exploring the expressive potential of the restricted text 

medium. As to the contents and style of the chat log, a project-oriented team’s building-

working-learning exchange illustrates a positive cybernetic feed forward loop initiated by 

Knight of Ice saying: we are here what can we do. 
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Charlie:   else you can build the garden bigger…!  (process control) 
Knight of Ice:  hi       (feedback) 
Charlie:   hæ       (feedback) 
Knight of Ice:  we are here what can we do   (feed forward)  

 
The beauty of the mediating technology lies in the resource to register simultaneous 

conversations. As every (instruction-greeting-response-question) utterance is recorded in the 

chat log, the teacher can evaluate the students’ individual progress. The log also makes it easy 

for the teacher to re-design dysfunctional collective systems or intervene when things go 

wrong. One way of overcoming the lack of logical coherence in the flood of interactions, is to 

design familiar contexts for the conversation (shop, castle, home) rather than to go into depths 

with the grammatical or the socio-psychological specifics of individual ‘speech acts’.  

 

Happy-End Example 

In developing a social cybernetic, some characteristics are more obvious than others. Banathy 

(1996, p. 80) emphasises the purpose of the system, the specifications, the functions, the 

components and the relational integration. Genuine, mutual and dialogical interaction has a 

formative effect on social systems. Traditionally, didactic design measures for organising the 

students’ work take the teachers’ regulation and control for granted. Didactics understood as 

educational psychology used to be a modus operandi for changing another person’s 

behaviour. Buber (1988, p. 72) separates between propaganda and education. Today the 

situation is different (Axel 2002) and social cybernetics equals shared construction of 

meaning, i.e. education. For our studies, we have interpreted education in terms of facilitator 

communication, text resources, support, tasks and assessment, i.e. didactic design features of 

a valid digital medium for learning. Needless to say, the students welcome this ‘soft’ form of 

control. Following Maruyamas (1963) focus on negative and positive cybernetics as a 

background understanding to the quality of communication between 13-year old students, we 

identify extremes of discipline-controlled memorizing and assignment-controlled learning.  

Project data from an exchange between Charlie and Knight of Fin describes a negative 

loop, simply because the effect is disappointment, lack of co-ordination and withdrawal from 

‘building’ activities. Charlie asks Knight of Fin to consult a web log (Blogger) attached to the 

AWEDU-software. But Knight of Fin ignores Charlie’s instructions and repeats his question. 

In the end Charlie ‘shouts’ at Knight of Fin in order to have him react correctly. When Knight 

of Fin returns from the textual chat-medium to the virtual ‘build- and move about’ mode, their 

working relationship is slowly re-established. Positive feedback is eventually shared. This is 
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the reason why a good atmosphere develops. Charlie coaches Knight of Fin who adheres to 

his pieces of advice. Charlie even extends the relationship by asking for a complementary 

communication system to maintain future interactions.  

 
Knight of Fin:  well…??       (feed forward) 
Charlie:   here are the garden take some flower and  (process control) 

copy the codes..!! and then follow me [pause] 
Charlie:   have you copi some af the codes   (process control) 
Knight of Fin:  ok i’m done      (feedback) 
Charlie:   follow       (process control) 
Knight of Fin:  yes        (feedback) 
Charlie:   have you MSN      (feed forward) 

 
Charlie’s communicative ability – demonstrated by positive feedback loops in a second (soft) 

cybernetic for peer learning - plays a significant part in the exchange of ideas, intentions and 

instructions. Both interlocutors display committed and goal directed textual and virtual 

quality in their operations. As a result they build-decorate a graphical garden with virtual 

trees, flowers and a fence. Charlie and Knight of Fin find their ‘game playing’ instructions 

and problem-solving exercises useful. As they are physically dislocated from the actual chat, 

their language and social-constructivist identification of a productive social system develops 

positively. Even though the dialogue fails at times, they manage to uphold a creative attitude 

towards each other. The example supports the idea that, contrary to what people assume, 

young Internet users seek (Herring 2004) opportunities for communication rather than 

technological brilliance. 

 

Summary of the Findings 

Software application facilitated through the teachers’ structuring of activity systems verifies 

to Buber’s (1988, p. 50) dual prerequisites for promotion of functional human dialogism and 

social construction of meaning, identity and personality: “primal setting at a distance” and 

“entering into a relation.” The first movement is enabled through the functional software and 

the second one is enabled through dialogical (abstract-relational and concrete Lego-block 

building) interactions. Even though the students are busy playing a collaborative ‘game’ they 

experience an atmosphere of desire, fun and joy. But they also focus on their tasks and define 

the school setting properly. Video-recordings show that most of the time the students’ 

dialogue is void of sidetracking communication, chit-chat or small talk. Communication is 

mostly about teamwork maintenance by problem solving in the digital (graphic building) 

medium. So even though the virtual setting could be defined as a web-based game, the 
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physical context influences positively the students’ priorities of English subject matter 

learning. In a virtual setting, social relation building takes much longer than instrumental 

interaction. But the students fulfil their roles as responsible interlocutors, basically focusing 

on problem solving within a rather limited time frame. They manage to establish virtual 

relations in a digital medium for learning.  

  

Conclusion 

Examples and results confirm Buber’s (1988) philosophy over the value of inter-human 

relations and Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) ecological hypotheses of human development. An 

eclectic approach to understanding school-organized virtual interaction has proven valuable in 

demonstrating social cybernetic learning loops/positive control mechanisms in social systems 

of students defined by their chat interaction. The combination of general activity theory and 

action research enabled analysis of ICT-mediated (individual reactive subjects) action system. 

The didactic design allowed for verification of the impact of dialogue, but failed to achieve 

the grand objective of producing sustainable (collective work with a shared objective in mind) 

activity systems in the participating schools. Very few facilities (devices) in the technical 

system support interaction by instruction-feedback-control in the designed (individual 

subjects with personal objectives in mind) social system. The didactic combination of 

building and chatting made it possible for the students to participate in dynamic interaction, 

thus defining a socially mediating system by reasonable degrees of mutual I-Thou/I-It control. 

In order to become productive, the design must include ‘feedback loops’ between instructors 

and peers and between class- and computer room settings. A didactic design method for (a) 

balancing-integrating the pragmatics of a mediating system and (b) the semantics for creating 

cognitive feedback loops between interlocutors would be an obvious suggestion for future 

research. 
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